FIB/SEM tomography with TEM-like resolution for 3D imaging of high-pressure frozen cells.
Focused ion beam/scanning electron microscopy (FIB/SEM) tomography is a novel powerful approach for three-dimensional (3D) imaging of biological samples. Thereby, a sample is repeatedly milled with the focused ion beam (FIB) and each newly produced block face is imaged with the scanning electron microscope (SEM). This process can be repeated ad libitum in arbitrarily small increments allowing 3D analysis of relatively large volumes such as eukaryotic cells. High-pressure freezing and freeze substitution, on the other hand, are the gold standards for electron microscopic preparation of whole cells. In this work, we combined these methods and substantially improved resolution by using the secondary electron signal for image formation. With this imaging mode, contrast is formed in a very small, well-defined area close to the newly produced surface. By using this approach, small features, so far only visible in transmission electron microscope (TEM) (e.g., the two leaflets of the membrane bi-layer, clathrin coats and cytoskeletal elements), can be resolved directly in the FIB/SEM in the 3D context of whole cells.